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Abstract 

"he limitations on the FEL performances due to the 
electrcn beam length, energy spread and emittance are 
examined. 

1. Introduction 

During the last years ingrowing interest has been 
devoted to the single pass machines as electron beam 

f;,;:l,2 
sources for the Free Electron Laser (FEL) opera- 

AlthuJgh the qualities of a superconducting Linac, 
suet as the Stanford one, 1 are the ideally suitableones 
for the study ol' the rr.ost important FEL operating char- 
acteristics, a number of practical considerations (e. 
g. the high cost of construction, the limitation on the 
current and the criticity of operation) has suggestedto 
look for e:zJ. sources such as conventional linacs or 
microtrans. 
aimed tc 

Many theoretical papers have been,therefore, 
I;nderstand the main features of the FELs oper- 

ating with single pass machines.3-5 
This note is devoted to the understanding of the 

limitations in the FEL operation due to the e.b. quali- 
ty, in particular we shall investigate how eneraspread 
and emittance affect characteristics of laserparameters 
such as the ge.in and the criticity of operation. 

The analysis will be carried out in terms of the 
theoretical picture developed in4,5; thus before going 
further we recall the main features of the model 
aj We assume to work in the low gain regime relevant to 

the Stanford expertmen? as well as to the other pro- 
posed FEL Compton experiments (for further comments 
see5). 
'?he second assumpticn is tie multimode6 one, owingto 
the bunched structure of the e.b. which generates a 
kind of mode locking in the laser beam (1.b.). 
The third pivoting point is the introduction of the 
so called "Super-Mode" picture4 to overcome the dif- 
ficulties of the longitudinal modesanalysis. 

2. Theoretical Picture 

In dealing with the FEL theory we came across 
.' 

as 
alreacy stressed, with two main problems. Namely the 
necessitji of a multimode analysis, carried out by means 
of an expansion of the laser field in terms of longitu- 
dinal modes of the optical cavity6; and, subsequently, 
with the obvious necessity of overcoming the difficul- 
ties arising in dealing with several thousands of lon- 
gitudinal modes. 

Ye found, therefore, expedient to look for a new 
kind of "modal" expansion, different from tke conven- 
tional one in the fact that each "mode", actually rec- 
ognized as a Super Mode (SM), is a "coherent" superpo- 
sltion of a collection of longitudinal modes. 4 

More precisely, we looked for that particular con- 
fimration of spatial modes which reproduces itself un- 
modified after one wiggler passage. From the above def- 
inition it follows that each spatial mode, belonging 
to one SM, rr.ust obey the following equations for the 
energy density (W) and phase (up) variation 

AWi = clWi, APi = $ (1) 

where IX and $ are the gair. and the advance in phase per 
pass respectively and are identical for each longitudi- 
r,al mode belonging to the SM. 

Both the energy density and phase variations have 
been derived in the framewcrk of the small signal anal- 
ysic of6. 

To better clarify the SMs ptixsical role we can 
intro&ce a quantity, linked to both Wi and y<, but 
with a well defined physical meaning, namelyi. 

c(s) = 4 /q exp(jVi)}exp[jVi 21, j = fi 

where 

(2) 

longitudinal electron coordinate 
7 

[ l-oi hoI (Aw/o);i, wi E i-thlaserfrecueccy 

2nc/Xo ? resonant frequency 

[xq/2y21 (1 + K2) Z resonant wavelength 

wiggler pass, K = eBoXq/& 2nnoc2 (linear 

polarized wiggler), Bo 5 peak magnetic field 

xq/2+ L, - wiggler ler,&h 

pCOZ 
5 e.b. - 1.b. vacuum slippage due to 

the different beam velocities495 

ho!2+t&J)-~ q coupling parameter 4,5,7 
0 

r.m.s. bunch length (3) 

It is readily understood that i(s) is the "slowly 
varying” part of the laser electric field. We have 
elsewhere, shown ' that the equation defining SMs ii 

qyds) = IK(s,so; 1-1,; r~~,u,k(s~)ds 
0 

(4) 

where 

9y = l/go a+y$l-yT)+2j 
i : 

@-~/2(Awiw)~~ g @ 
0 

(5) 

yT are the cavity losses and 

go = 2d2Xo/xqP2!I /I )(L A /7 IK2/(1 + K2)3/2 . P 0 Y O'L' 

CL = 

IP z 

0 = 

6t = 

(Tc, 

(h/w) 
-2 
0 ' IO = et/r 0 

1.b. cross section = -x o-=,/43 t o minimize the dif- 

fraction losses 
peak current 

-(;l/ii)(Ati/~)~ wo6t/g 0 3 delay parameter 

Tc - Te (6) 

Te) cavity round trip period and elec%ron bunch- 
-bunch time distance (further insightinthe role played 
by the delay parameter @ can be found in4$5y7. Finall/ 
the Kernel of the integral Eq. (4) writes (linear po- 
larized wigglerj 

K(s,s o; UC; u&g = A @ S'(s - so) - 

- j(2;)3'z/ucA2 ,zz" f(z)dz * 

* s!so-s)s(s-so+a)(so-s) * 

- expi-l/2~~ET!s-so)12}/(l+j~a~ (s-so)/A) (7) 

with 6' and 8 derivative of the Dirac function and step 
function,respectively,and 

uE = (Aw/wj 
-1 

E - (Cwlw) 
0 

i 'a = (Au/w) (8) 

(Awh),, (A!o/w)~ being the inhomogeneous bandwigth due 
to the energy spread and emittance respectively , and 
reads 
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i 

(Au/w) E 
= 2UE, UC 5 r.m.s. relative energy spread 

(&/,~,)a =(fi K/m)aa/Jh,, oa=r.m.s. emittance 

(9) 
We :;tre;s that. the SMs can be recognized as the 

eigenstates of the Eq. (4). 
The next step will be the discussion of the nu- 

merical analysis of our main Eq. (4) and thus the de- 
pendence of the FEL relevant quantities on p,, !+, ua. 

3. Numerical Results 

Eefore discussing the numerical results let us 
recall that the gain relevant to the first SM can be 
derived from (5) and reads 

G = go IRe < (0; u,; li,,P,) (10) 

The main goal of the forthcoming analysis will be 
the study of the numerical dependence of the gain func- 
tion (10) on the parameters pc, us, pa; to this aim it 
appears expedient to introduce the following quantity 

Bi!Jc;lpa) = 
Ii+ syi&u,; !-p-Q ; u,; !-pa) 

lRe+0*(0; 0,O); 0, 0, 0) 
(11) 

where @* indicates value of the delay parameter for 
which IRe q: assumes the maximum value (and is in turn 
a function of our main parameters). The quantity at the 
denominator of (11) (i.e. the mtximum gain for u,=!JE= 
= 1-Ia = Oj was already derived in and is given by 

lRe q&o; 0, 0); 0; 0, 0) 2 .e:. !12) 
It follows from (9), (10) and (11) that it could be 
useful to express the gain as follows 

G/IF ?I {'~.6~~l-~(X~/~,)"* * 

.K2/(L+K2)3'2 (Au/w);'3 B(p,; u,, Qhp-l 

where the geak current I p is expressed in Amp&-e. 

&P 
In Figure 1 both O(p =; C, 0) (Fig. la) and 

c; 0, Oj (Fig. lb) have been plotted. It appears 

i? 

:;:: 1 
0 1 2 3 4 5 

aUC 

Fig. 1-B and 8 vs P c for FE = pa = 0 

that to increasin values of pc correspond decreasing 
values of E and 05 

This result is not a new- one4, and can be under- 
stood by noticing that to higher values of uc corre- 
spond smaller values of Us compared to the slippage ii, 
and this amounts to a "narrowing" of the gain region 
for the 1.t.. In the mean time the working region for 

0 becomes smaller, i.e. the FEL operation becomes more 
critical (see4 for further comments). 

In Figures 2, 3 have been plotted B(0; !.I,, pa = 
= 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0) and B(1; us, pa = 0.0, 1.0, 
2.C) respectively. The beha-viour of Fig. 1 is confirmed, 

Fig. 2-B YS p, for n, = 0, and 1-1 = 0.0 (a), 0.5 (b), 

1.0 (c), 1.5 cd), 2.0 (e)a 

‘I 1 

B 

0’ 
cl 1 2 

cl& 

Fig. 3 -B vs ns for pc = 1, and !A, = 0.0 (a), 1.0 (b), 

2.0 (c) 

indeed j3(0; uE,ua) > 8(1; us,!,); furthermore we find 
the obvious fact that fi (and in turn the gain)decreases 
for increasing values of the energy spread and emit- 
tance. 

Finally in Fig. 4 it has been plotted 8(1; us,na= 
= 0.0, 1.0, 2.0) which shows that with increasing of 
both us and pa, @ decreases thus indicating a more 
critical operation with higher values of the energy 
spread and emittance. 
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4-g YS pE for u, = 1, and ua = 0.0 (a), 1.0 (b), 

2.0 (c) 
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